Abstract We derive an approximate analytical expressbn for the BER of cascaded hks with albptical regenerators and use I? for pedoming a general anaksis of the htetplay befween noise and the non-lmearity of the regenerator characteristc.
Introduction
The use of all-optical regenerators in networks may increase the bandwidth and reach, and allow for more flexible and cost-effective solutions compared to conventional opto-electronic repeaters. The cascading of one hundred all-optical semiconductor MachZehnder interferometers (MZls) has been experimentally demonstrated 111. The noise-redistribution property of an optically controlled MZI with smiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) in the arms rests on the non-linear amplitude reshaping transfer function of the device [2] . The thresholding effect thus leads to a reduction of the rate of error accumulation in a cascade of fiber links with amplifiers for loss compensation. In most cases, a regenerator transfer function with a higher degree of non-linearity, i.e., closer to an ideal step function, is achieved at the expense of a larger amount of noise added by the regenerator. For instance, the cascading of two MZls strongly improves the transfer function [3] , but also adds additional noise from the SOAs. In other cases, an increased absorption of the device needs to be counterbalanced by a larger gain, leading to additional noise. In order to evaluate novel regenerator ideas, see e.g. [4] , and improve the designs, it is thus important to understand this compromise.
The analysis of cascaded non-linear regenerators is strongb complicated by the development of nongaussian noise distributions along the cascade. A matrix method has been developed for performing such noise transformations [SI, but its numerical nature makes it difficult to perform a general analysis. The purpose of this paper is twofold: Firstly, we derive In order to derive an approximate analytical result, we consider a step-wise linear transfer function with slopes of y around mark (1) and space (0) levels and a corresponding discontinuity at the threshold level. It was shown [5] that this function leads to BER values similar to those obtained from the smooth functions in Fig. 1 . By assuming initial gaussim noise distributions of the space and mark levels, describing the spontaneous emission noise added by the amplifiers through a noise figure F, and utilizing the special form of the transfer function to transform the distributions across the interfaces 1-l', 2-2, etc., we arrive at an approximate expression for the BER after N segments:
The Q-value of the signal entering the cascade is given by Qo. For a shot-noise limited signal, QZ = P, l(4kv8,) , with P," denoting mean input power, hv photon energy, and B. effective optical bandwidth, which exceeds the bitrate but may be limited by filtering. We have, for simplicity, assumed identical noise contributions for space and mark levels, and jiner and fiber dispersion are neglected. Fig. 2 compares the analytical result (1) with a direct numerical simulation, based on 151, of the simplified transfer function laking full account of the evolution of non-gaussian probability distribution functions along the cascade. Good quantitative agreement is seen for all values of 7: and the analytical result thus provides a powerful way of analysing all-optical 2R-regenerators. Notice that detector noise and finering is not induded in the calculation in order to illustrate the noise transformation properties of the link itself. The figure illustrates that an increase of the noise figure may be counteracted by an increased nonlinearity. It may, for example, be seen that for an input Q-value of 40. a noise figure of 6 dB requires a yvalue of 0.95 to cascade 1000 regenerators. An increase of the noise figure to 12 dB is WunteraCted by increasing the non-linearity of the transfer function lo give a y-value of about0.73, a modest non-linearity as seen from Fig. 1. For a given device, where the relation between added noise and nowlinearity of the transfer function is known. results as those in Fig. 3 can be used to conclude on the benefit of the device. 
Conclusions
We have derived an approximate analytical expression for the BER of cascaded PR-regenerators, whidl is shown to agree well with numerical simulations.
